Class Title

American Arts & Crafts
~Farr

Animal Crossing
~May

Tuition
Deposit
Amount

6th - 8th Class Description

$ 40.00

Come and join us for a class where history and art collide! Art
does not only imitate life, life often imitates art. In this handson class, students will literally grasp what history is made of.
We will begin with Native American arts and history and end
with pop art from the 1960s-1970s. Each week students will
$ 45.00
create arts and crafts that historical Americans actually did.
Class will begin with a short history presentation and continue
with correlating art and crafts projects. Each semester,
students will choose a subject from the semester’s topics and
research to write one 4-page essay and present it.

$ 75.00

This is a hands-on animal dissection class, each student will
have their own specimen. Students will dissect 9+ animals. We
will learn about body systems and compare across species. We
$ 45.00
will look at kingdom animalia, discuss various types of animals,
and focus on a specific body system for each animal. Ages 12+
due to sharp objects!

Prerequisite Estimated
/Basic Skill Homewor
Requirement k Hrs/Wk

None.

None.

Required
Materials or
Books

1-2 hrs.

Teacher will
provide.

1-2 hrs.

Students
should bring
scissors, glue
stick, and
colored pencils
to each class.

App Inventors ONLINE
~Rose

Art Masters
~Waller

$ 40.00

In this class students will design and program fully functional
Previous
apps, which can be downloaded and run on any Android
coding
device. The App Inventors curriculum develops computational experience is
thinking skills so students learn to think like a computer!
a plus, but
Students will use MIT App Inventor, a blocks-based
isn't
$ 45.00
programming language that runs in the Chrome browser.
required. 0-90 mins.
Through this class, students build their digital confidence and
This is an
become empowered to create, rather than just use technology excellent
in their lives. Requirements: Computer with Chrome browser next step for
and an android device to run the MIT App Inventor App for app
Scratch
testing.
coders.

$ 35.00

Learn about famous artists by making COOL PROJECTS that are
$ 45.00 based on their work and methods. We'll draw, paint, sculpt,
and print our way through the year. SO MUCH FUN!

Listen and
follow
directions.

0

This course
requires a
computer with
internet access
and Chrome
browser and an
Android device
(phone or
tablet) with
internet access
(doesn't need
to have cell
service.)

None.

Confident Communication
~Black

$ 50.00

Reading and writing go together like peas and carrots, but we
need the side of mashed potatoes and gravy too! Confident
Communication is a dual focus course that builds grammar and
public speaking skills, equipping students to be excellent allaround communicators. During the first semester, students
deep dive into how to utilize the English language through
grammar and mechanics. The content moves beyond the
primary adjectives to appositives, verbals, complex sentence
building, and properly punctuating it all. Then during the
6th grade
second semester, students practice the art of public speaking. reading level,
Students learn to speak clearly and comfortably in front of keyboarding,
$ 45.00
peers and gain the confidence and knowledge to present
and basic
themselves and their ideas in many situations, from informal to computer
formal. Activities include delivering a radio commercial,
skill.
presenting a biography, developing an about me narrative to
use in a job interview situation, correctly using a visual aid, and
the mechanics of body language, eye contact, and tone to
enhance any speech or presentation. In the age of social
media, commanding the English language and speaking
confidently to present yourself in a public arena is a valuable
competence that serves students well. All content and
assignments are hosted through KHHC Google classroom.

1-2 hrs.

Black ink pen,
notebook
paper, and
computer with
a printer. A
student choice
Biography the
second
semester. All
other content
and supplies
provided.

Junk Drawer Robotics 1
~Rose

Lemonade to Millionaire:
Learning to Create a Micro
Business
~May

$ 65.00

Junk Drawer Robotics emphasizes different aspects of robotics
while students build their own machines and robots in order to
develop their mechanical and electrical knowledge and skills.
The Junk Drawer Robotics curriculum brings together a
scientific inquiry and engineering design approach to learning
that encourages students to develop their own knowledge and
$ 45.00 problem solving skills. Weekly projects completed in class will
either be guided builds or have students planning, designing
and building their own projects out of household "junk". Each
project will focus on highlighting the design and function of a
different aspect of a robot. Projects in this level will focus on
the physical moving parts, which power robots, and an
introduction to circuits and motors.

None.

~1 hr.

Provided by
teacher.

$ 50.00

This course will help young entrepreneurs learn to create and
run a micro business. A micro business is simple to start,
usually home-based, low risk, educational and easy for a busy
student to run. This course will help students establish, a
business plan, learn what pitfalls to avoid when starting a
micro business and resources to get a young entrepreneur
$ 45.00 started making money running their own micro business. Skills
such as time management, customer service, how to overcome
shyness, bookkeeping to track your income and expenses, how
to express yourself confidently, and marketing will be covered.
This course will be perfect for 7th -9th grade students who are
highly motivated and interested in learning about ways to
make money.

None.

None.

None.

Middle School English History!
~Garrett

$ 60.00

This class alternates between a different set of powerful books
each year, adventure and history, to allow middle school
students to take this class twice during middle school. This
year, we will delve into historical, classical, Christian literature.
Basic reading
As students read and interact with these timeless books, they
and writing
$ 45.00
will enhance skills in reading comprehension, vocabulary,
at grade
grammar, dictation, writing, and literary analysis. We will
level.
discuss elements of literature and literary devices and how
authors use these devices strategically to bring literature to
life. In addition, we will use scripture to discuss the character
and plot development.

3-5 hrs.

The Bronze
Bow by
Elizabeth
George Speare;
Amos Fortune a
Free Man by
Elizabeth Yates;
The Witch of
Blackbird Pond
by Elizabeth
George Speare;
The Hiding
Place by Corrie
ten Boom. The
instructor will
provide
Progeny Press
study guides to
students for
each book at
no expense.

Middle School Math - ONLINE
$ 30.00
~May

Middle School Surval Skills Fall Semester
~Black/Swaringen

Physical Science
~J. Brock

$ 30.00

$ 50.00

Middle School Math is an engaging and rigorous course
intended for 6th and 7th grade students. This course will cover
math concepts like working with fractions, solving equations,
performing operations with negative numbers and more. The
curriculum is comprehensive and assumes a solid foundation in
$ 45.00
basic math facts. Interested students should be fluent in
conventional math operations. During class we will cover 3-4
lessons from the text. Students will then complete weekly
homework assignments. Included with the course are
comprehensive recorded lessons on each topic which can be
easily accessible on any device or laptop.
Yes, the Middle School years can be a minefield and a tough
transition. This half-semester fall elective course teaches
middle school students practical organization, study skills,
planning, note-taking, and ownership in executing a successful
school week and year. Middle school coursework includes
more homework, and learning to be independent and take
$ 45.00
control of learning is crucial. The class will also cover informal
and formal communication with peers, parents, and other
adults in authority in their life. The class incorporates the KHHC
google classroom platform and guides students on its
successful use. The class is taught by the team teaching duo of
Mrs. Black and Mrs. Swarigen.

$ 45.00

This course is geared toward 8th grade, but students with a
good math foundation should be fine. Physical Science using
Apologia's middle school curriculum. See Apologia's website
for a detailed course description. Class time will focus on
concept reinforcement and labs/demos.

None.

None.

Competent
in 7th grade
math skills.
Use of
Calculator,
Basic
Computer
Skills.

3-4 hrs.

Fundamentals
of Math Grade
7 Student Text
(3rd Edition)
This is the
newest edition
with the white
background
and the Ferris
Wheel on the
cover.

1 hr.

A student
agenda (digital
or paper) by
recommendati
on of the
teacher

2 hrs.

Apologia
Physical
Science
Textbook

PreAlgebra
~May

Texas History
~Swaringen

Writers Guild
~Black

$ 30.00

Students will strengthen arithmetic skills, critical thinking and
number sense in this 8th grade based math course. Students
will reinforce their knowledge of operations with integers,
$ 45.00
expressions, rational numbers, and geometry to prepare for
high school level math. We will also explore functions, radicals
and statistics in this comprehensive course.

$ 35.00

This core class takes students through the memorable and
unique history of Texas from Spanish exploration to present
day. Students will experience hands-on projects and activities
$ 45.00 such as: presenting reports, salt maps, creating their own time
lines, biographies and study skills to help with learning. Great
hands-on class for middle school students to learn Texas
History and prepare for high school social studies courses.

$ 50.00

Writers Guild is a middle school-level comprehensive,
integrated grammar and composition course. Students become
proficient and flexible in using the writing process, which has
6th grade
distinct phases in prewriting, drafting, revising, editing, and
reading level.
publishing. The class teaches students to find their writing
$ 45.00
Elementary
voice and be more thoughtful and thorough in all their writing.
grammar
Effective writing is an essential life skill that is important in
skills.
almost every school and High School level course. This class
develops middle school students writing ability wherever they
fall on the writing spectrum.

None.

None.

4-5 hrs.

Book: BJU Press
Pre-Algebra
Grade 8
Student Text
(Second
Edition; 2017
Updated
Copyright)
ISBN:
1628562919

1-2 hrs.

Provided by
teacher w/class
deposit.

1-2 hrs.

One choice
biography
during the
second
semester.

